Abstract. The ability to perform polarimetric imaging throughout the visible and infrared (IR) wavebands has improved considerably in the past decade. Systems now exist that enable measurements to be made of all four Stokes parameters arising from each pixel in the image. The question of whether polarimetric imaging offers an advantage over conventional imaging methods for discrimination of plant type in scenes of natural vegetation remains to be answered. Although the size of a leaf may be below the spatial resolution of an imaging system, the polarimetric properties of individual leaves may affect the data observed from a tree or forest canopy. We report the results of measurements of the polarized hemispherical directional reflectance (HDR), which is related to the directional emissivity, and bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) from two examples of leaves. To completely characterize the polarimetric properties of a leaf, and ultimately a leaf canopy, an extensive measurement of the polarized BRDF and HDR of individual leaves is required. This is necessary because of the large range of possible relative orientations of the illumination, leaf and observer, and the range of polarization states of incident radiation. We report a limited set of laboratory measurements designed to investigate whether any gross polarimetric difference exist between two dissimilar types of plant leaves in the visible, near IR (NIR), and IR spectral wavebands. Laurel (prunus laurecatious) has a wax surface creating a gloss or glabrous appearance to the leaf. The surface of mullein (verbascum thapsus) is highly pubescent with a dense layer of hair over the adaxial surface, creating a highly diffuse surface reflectance. Significant differences are found between the two species of leaf in the measured polarized directional reflectance and emissivity.
Introduction
The ability to perform polarimetric imaging throughout the visible and infrared ͑IR͒ wavebands has improved considerably in the past decade. 1, 2 Systems now exist that enable measurements to be made of all four Stokes parameters arising from each pixel in the image. The radiation reaching a passive sensor consists of reflected natural radiation, principally from a combination of direct solar irradiation and skyshine, together with self-emitted radiation. 3, 4 The importance of the latter contribution increases with increasing wavelength, and can often be dominant over most of the range of viewing angles in the commonly used 8-to 12-m waveband. 5, 6 The question of whether polarimetric imaging offers an advantage over conventional imaging methods for discrimination of plant type in remote earth mapping remains to be answered. Although the size of a leaf may be below the spatial resolution of an imaging system, the polarimetric properties of individual leaves may affect the data observed from a tree or other vegetation scene.
To model the polarimetric signature of a leaf, and ultimately a leaf canopy, the polarized bidirectional reflectance distribution function ͑BRDF͒ of individual leaves is required. This is necessary because of the large range of possible relative orientations of the illumination, leaf and observer, and range of polarization states of the incident radiation. A discussion of the definition of polarized reflectance in Stokes notation, and its relationship to the amplitude scattering matrix and intensity or phase matrix used in vector radiation transfer theory is given by Flynn and Alexander. 7 Resnick et al. 8 discuss the relationship between polarized emissivity and reflectance. These two references outline an extensive set of measurements to achieve complete characterization. The work described in this paper is less ambitious. It consists of a set of laboratory measurements designed to investigate whether any gross polarimetric differences exist between two dissimilar types of plant leaves in the visible, near-infrared ͑NIR͒, and IR spectral wavebands. The techniques utilized are polarized hemispherical directional reflectance ͑HDR͒, which can be re-lated to the directional emissivity, and measurement of the BRDF. Although the measured data set is limited, if no significant differences were to be found in the measured data, it is unlikely that polarimetric imagery would confer any benefits for plant type discrimination. Even if significant differences are found, multiple scattering within the canopy, together with spatial averaging over a large number of differently oriented leaves caused by limited sensor resolution, may reduce the overall polarimetric signature, so it is not a foregone conclusion that a significant degree of polarization would be observed from a plant canopy.
A considerable body of literature exists on the spectral properties of plant leaves, including review articles by Gates et al., 9 and Grant, 10 and Salisbury and D'Aria. 11 Radiation reflected from plant leaves can contain contributions from both the cuticle-air interface and from radiation that has entered the mesophill, undergone multiple scattering from the numerous cell interfaces, 12 and been transmitted out through the cuticle. Leaves generally possess a wide spectrum of surface scale sizes, ranging from considerably less to considerably more than the wavelength of visible or IR radiation. All plant cuticles have an epicuticular wax coating that varies widely in thickness 10 and may be amorphous, crystalline, or semicrystalline. Leaves having a glaucous appearance are covered by wax consisting primarily of rods or filaments growing outward from the surface, 13 whereas glabrous leaves consist predominantly of platelets, which are large compared to the wavelength and lie nearly parallel to the surface. The reflection from the latter has been found to be characterized by a broadened specular peak with a degree of polarization similar to a perfectly smooth leaf. 14 -16 Measurements are reported on two leaves, laurel and mullein, with contrasting scattering properties. They represent extreme cases of the surface features found in most broad leaves. laurel ͑Prunus laurecatious͒ leaves have a wax finish creating a glabrous appearance. Mullein ͑Ver-bascum thapsus͒ leaves are highly pubescent, exhibiting a dense covering of hair over the surface, diffusely reflecting incident radiation. 17 A micrograph of the surface of the laurel leaf is shown in Fig. 1 ͑left͒. The surface was found to possess a lowspatial-frequency modulation of typical correlation length 30 to 70 m, with a small amplitude of only 1 to 2 m creating only low-slope angles. Isolated wax deposits also exist of up to 2 m in height. The leaf hair structure of a mullein leaf is shown in the micrograph forming Fig. 1 ͑right͒. The highly random distribution of orientations can be seen. The diameter of the hairs is typically of the order of 10 m.
Bidirectional Reflectance
The study reported in this work uses bidirectional reflectance ͑BDR͒ to characterize the angular distribution of radiation reflected from each leaf. The angular distribution is quantified in terms of the BRDF. The BRDF geometry is shown in Fig. 2 . It is a function of the four angles defining the incident ͑i͒ and reflected ͑r͒ beams in terms of the azimuth ͑͒ and polar ͑͒ angles measured relative to the surface normal and, in the case of anisotropic materials, a defined surface axis. Polarized BRDF is also a function of the polarization state of the incident radiation and the polarization state of the detected radiation. 18 Adapting the definition of the unpolarized BRDF for incident irradiance with a specific polarization state denoted by subscript k, and for reflected radiance with a specific polarization state denoted by the subscript l, the BRDF ͑f kl ͒ for a flat surface area element dA is given by
where dE k ( i , i ) is the incident irradiance with polarization state k from the direction defined by polar angle i and azimuth angle i , and dL l ( r , r ) is the reflected radiance detected with polarization state l in the direction defined by 7 Even for characterization of purely linear polarization, determination of nine elements of the Mueller matrix are required. With the requirement of measuring the polarized BRDF with high resolution across a wide range of incident polar and azimuth angles, reflectance polar and azimuth angles, and wavelengths, complete characterization of polarized BRDF becomes a time-consuming task.
At this stage of our work, aiming to investigate the gross features of the polarized reflectance, we report measurements of the BRDF at just one incident angle and with the detected radiation in the plane of the incident radiations. We have made a further reduction in the measured subset of the Mueller-like scattering matrix by ignoring the measurement of radiation polarized at ϩ45 and Ϫ45 deg to the plane of incidence. We report measurement of the BRDF taken with the polarization defined in two orientations, namely, parallel ͑P͒ or perpendicular ͑S͒ to the plane containing the direction of the incident radiation, the surface normal, and the detected radiation. From these measurements four elements forming the 2ϫ2 subset of the Mueller-like BRDF matrix can be calculated 20 using
In the analysis of the results the normalized terms M 01 /M 00 ,M 10 /M 00 , and M 11 /M 00 are considered, to remove dependence of these elements on the overall magnitude of the BRDF. Note that M 11 /M 00 indicates the degree to which the incident S-or P-polarization state is preserved; M 01 /M 00 indicates the degree of difference between the BRDF of incident S-and P-polarized radiation, and is often equivalent to M 10 /M 00 , which indicates the degree to which an incident arbitrary polarization is polarized into S or P state by reflectance from the test sample.
The BRDF measurements were performed with an SOC-200 bidirectional reflectometer, which is an instrument configured to measure the far-field BRDF. For the measurements presented in this paper, four laser sources were used. These are a HeNe laser operating at 632.8 nm, an Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064 nm, a HeNe laser operating at 3.39 m, and a CO 2 laser operating at 10.6 m. Expansion optics increase the diameter of the incident beam to 25 mm diameter, and a half-wave plate rotates the preferential plane of polarization to match the desired orientation of the source polarizer. The source radiation is chopped, passes through the source polarizer, and is incident on the sample at the polar angle i and the azimuthal angle i . A collecting mirror located at reflectance polar angle r , azimuth angle r steers the scattered radiation through the detection polarizer to the detector. For the BRDF measurements reported, the reflectometer was configured with a sample measurement area of 25 mm diameter and with an angular resolution of 0.9 deg. The detectors used were a photomultiplier tube for 632.8 nm; an uncooled PbS detector for 1064 nm; and a liquid nitrogen cooled InSb and HgCdTe detectors for 3.39 and 10.6 m, respectively.
The BRDFs at i ϭ0 deg, i ϭ0 deg, r ϭ45 deg, and r ϭ180 deg of a transfer standard provided the reference for each subsequent sequence of BRDF measurements of the sample. Spectralon was used at 632.8 and 1064 nm, and gold plated, bead blasted aluminum used at 3.39 and 10.6 m. The directional hemispherical reflectance ͑DHR͒ of the transfer standard was previously calculated from BRDF data and references to direct measurement of the DHR. The polarized reflectance properties of Spectralon are described by Hanar et al. 21 The minimum BRDF that can be measured is limited by the level of noise compared to the level of signal. The noise equivalent BRDF ͑NEBRDF͒ depends on incidence and reflectance angles, as well as the source power and detector efficiency. The high power of the laser source at 10.6 m enables the NEBRDF to be below 10 Ϫ5 sr Ϫ1 . At the wavelengths of 632.8 and 1064 nm the NEBRDF is higher, but remains below 10 Ϫ3 sr Ϫ1 and does not significantly affect the data. The low power of the laser at 3.39 m raises the NEBRDF to 10
Ϫ2 sr Ϫ1 at the normal reflectance angle of 0 deg and at the grazing angles of Ϯ85 deg, the NEBRDF is 3ϫ10 Ϫ2 sr Ϫ1 , and this does affect the measured data. The space available on the SOC-200 enabled a frond of laurel leaves to be mounted on the instrument with the stem of the frond kept in a moist ''Oasis'' sponge to extend the life of the cutting over 2 days for the complete set of measurements. The area of leaf to be measured was held flat by adhering the abaxial or under side to a diffuse card substrate. At the measurement wavelength where the leaf samples are most translucent, namely, 1064 nm, the card has a hemispherical directional reflectance of 8%. The leaf was orientated with the main rib parallel to the plane of incidence. A sample area of approximately 25 mm diameter was illuminated. The area chosen did not include the main rib of the leaf, but did include some subsidiary ones. The mullein leaves grow singly off the main stem, so it was not possible to mount a frond on the reflectometer in the same configuration as laurel. Instead a single leaf was mounted. Since no arrangement was made to extend the life of the cut leaf, a fresh leaf was used at the start of each day during the measurement period.
Hemispherical Directional Reflectance
The BRDF can be integrated over the space formed by the reflected polar and azimuth angles to obtain DHR. In practice, the DHR can be measured directly with greater accuracy than would be obtained by integrating the BRDF, and for most near-ambient temperature situations, it also provides the most accurate method of obtaining the directional emissivity. The IR measurements were taken in the equivalent reciprocal geometry called hemispherical directional reflectance 22 ͑HDR͒. Implicit in the measurement of all radiation incident into the entire hemisphere of incidence space is that all polarization states of the incident radiation are included. In Eq. ͑3͒ the BRDF is labeled as f 01 with the first subscript 0 denoting that the incident radiation includes all polarization states, and the second subscript denoting the reflected radiation is collected in polarization state l. The HDR is labeled as R Hl where the subscript H denotes the radiation is incident from the whole hemisphere, and the second subscript denoting the reflected radiation is collected in polarization state l.
A similar calculation can be used to obtain the hemispherical directional transmittance ͑HDT or T Hl ) from the BTDF. By Krichhoff's law, the polarized directional emissivity equals the equivalent polarized directional absorptivity, so the directional emissivity in polarization state l ( ⑀ Dl ) can be calculated using
Measurements of the HDR with the incident radiation in particular polarization states enables calculation of the elments of the four elements of the Stokes-like HDR vector. 8 However, as with the BRDF measurements, circular polarization has been ignored, and the linear polarized HDR measured at just two orientations parallel ͑P͒ or perpendicular ͑S͒ to the plane of the reflected radiation and the surface normal, and not at ϩ45 and Ϫ45 deg. These measurements can be used to obtain two components of the four-element Stokes-like vector:
The IR HDR measurements were conducted at a wide range of polar reflectance angles, but possible dependence on the azimuth angle was ignored.
Although the DHR geometry has been used for the 300-to 250-nm UV/visible/NIR spectra, the IR spectra reported between 2 and 15 m were taken in the HDR geometry using an SOC-100 with the arrangement shown in Fig. 3 . A Lambertian blackbody source and the sample were placed at the two foci of a focusing hemiellipsoidal mirror, to provide uniform angular radiance distribution incident onto the sample. The radiation reflected off the sample was collected at the desired angle and steered through a linear polarizer into a Magna 550 Fourier transform interferometer ͑FTIR͒. The collecting mirror can be located above the sample as in Fig. 3 to measure HDR, or below the sample to measure HDT. The source is chopped synchronously with the scanning mirror of the FTIR to obtain alternate total signal and background signal scans. Each measurement was referenced to a diffusely reflecting gold standard to provide a calibrated value of the HDR. Due to the restricted space inside the HDR reflectometer, no means of keeping the sample fresh could be used. The complete set of measurements was conducted within an hour of the leaf being picked.
Reflectance and Transmittance Spectra
The reflectance and transmittance spectra from laurel and mullein leaves are shown in Fig. 4 across the 300-to 2500-nm and 2-to 25-m wavebands. The measurements were taken with radiation incident on the adaxial or uppermost side, usually subject to solar illumination. These show that both mullein and laurel exhibit a green color with relatively low reflectance in the visible waveband, and low transmission. The chlorophyll absorption edge is present at 700 nm, with a band of very low absorption between 7 700 and 1200 nm with approximately 50% reflectance and 50% transmission. Between 1200 and 2500 nm the reflectance and transmission fall gradually with water absorption bands occurring at 1430 and 1920 nm. Above 2.5 m the transmission of both laurel and mullein leaves is essentially zero. The reflectance spectrum of laurel above 2.5 m is relatively flat with only a weak feature at 3.4 m. The feature at 3.4 m can be associated with a C-H bond mode found in most organic materials. Mullein exhibits a strong absorption band between 2.8 and 3.5 m, a slightly higher reflectance band between 3.5 and 5.5 m, and very little reflectance in the measured spectrum beyond 5.5 m except for a marginally higher reflectance at 11 m.
The BRDF measurements described next were restricted to just four wavelengths, so it is useful to consider the spectral properties of the samples near these wavelengths. The wavelength of 632.8 nm is in the region of quite low reflectance on the short wavelength side of the chlorophyll edge. The 1064-nm laser wavelength is in the moderate reflectance band on the long wavelength side of the chlorophyll edge. The C-H vibration mode absorption line at 3.4 m is very close to the 3.39-m laser wavelength. The 10.6-m laser wavelength is in the wideband of high absorption above 5.5 m.
Polarized Reflectance of Laurel
The linear polarized HDR spectra of laurel are shown in Fig. 5 ͑left͒ at the polar angles of 8 and 70 deg to the surface normal. The P-polarized HDR spectrum at 70 deg is only slightly higher than at 8 deg with a reflectance level of 7% in the 8-to 12-m waveband, compared to 6% for both the S-and P-polarized spectra at 8 deg, whereas the 
S-polarized
HDR at 70 deg is much higher, with a mean reflectance level of 29% in the 8-to 12-m waveband. From these spectra, and others taken at a range of polar angles from 8 to 80 deg, the mean HDR across the 3-to 5-m and 8-to 12-m wavebands was calculated. Figure 5 ͑right͒ plots the polarized in-band HDR against polar angle shown as the Stokes-like elements S 0 , which denotes the overall HDR, and S 1 /S 0 , which denotes the degree of S or P polarization. Selected values are included in Table 1 . The S 0 traces for both the 3-to 5-m and 8-to 12-m wavebands show reflectance is low with an increase above 50 deg. In both the 3-to 5-m and 8-to 12-m wavebands S 1 /S 0 follow a similar variation to each other with a maximum occurring near 55 deg arising from preferential S polarization in the HDR. On the basis that water is the constituent creating most absorption, using the imaginary part of the refractive index of water at 10 m, the value of the real part was varied to give the best fit to the data. A complex refractive index of 1.45-i0.08 was obtained, with the pseudo Brewster angle occurring at 55.4 deg.
The polarized BRDF was measured with the incident angle fixed at 60 deg and the polar reflectance angle scanned from Ϫ85 to ϩ85 deg, with the four combinations of linear polarization states as discussed in Sec. 4 . The results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 6 , with a separate plot for each wavelength. Selected results are included in Table 2 . Each plot shows the overall reflectance given by the M 00 element plotted in inverse steradians on the right axis, and the normalized elements M 11 /M 00 ,M 01 /M 00 , and M 10 /M 00 plotted on the left axis.
Consider first the polarization insensitive BRDF shown by M 00 plotted on all four plots in Fig. 6 . At all four wave- lengths the greatest reflectance is in the forward scattering direction near the specular reflectance angle of ϩ60 deg, and the lowest reflectance occurs in the backscattering plane, where the BRDF also changes less rapidly with angle. At the wavelengths of 1064 nm and 10.6 m the specular maximum is distinct and close to the specular reflectance angle, but at the shorter wavelength of 632.8 nm there is no resolved specular peak. The BRDF at the peak changes little between the measurement wavelengths, with values in the range 2.6 and 3.8 sr Ϫ1 . Given the wide differences in absorption between the four measurement wavelengths, this suggests the near specular reflectance is probably largely due to reflectance from the front surface of the wax cuticle. This is consistent with large-period, low-slope undulations in the surface, as observed in the SEM images shown in Fig. 1 , where undulations of 1-to 2-m amplitude occur with a correlation length of several tens of microns.
The degree of diffuse reflectance can be seen from the value of the M 00 BRDF in the backscatter plane, shown in Fig. 6 as the range of reflectance angles from Ϫ85 to 0 deg. The highest BRDF was found at the wavelength of 1064 nm, shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ with M 00 close to 0.2 sr Ϫ1 , which indicates a diffuse reflectance 60% of the value of 1/ sr Ϫ1 for a perfect Lambertian reflector. Note that M 00 is an order of magnitude lower at a 632.8-nm wavelength, shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ , with M 00 in the range of 0.015 to 0.020 sr Ϫ1 .
Also M 00 is extremely low at 10.6 m, where the M 00 trace shown in Fig. 6͑d͒ falls to 2.6ϫ10 4 sr Ϫ1 , or 0.08% of the value for a perfect Lambertian reflector. NEBRDF for the 3.39-m wavelength measurements is 10 Ϫ2 sr Ϫ1 , so little can be interpreted from the backscatter plane data. The spectra presented in Fig. 4 demonstrate that very little absorption is found in plants at a wavelength of 1064 nm in the NIR region, compared to high absorption in the red at 632.8 nm and in the long-wave IR at 10.6 m. This can enable a much greater degree of internal multiple scattering to occur at 1064 nm, and is a potential origin of the high diffuse BRDF observed at this wavelength.
In the backscatter plane considering now the term M 11 /M 00 , which indicates the preservation of the incident S-or P-polarization state, the value of M 11 /M 00 is very low at 1064 nm ͓Fig. 6͑b͔͒, quite small at 632.8 nm ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒, and high at 10.6 m ͓Fig. 6͑d͔͒. The result at the wavelength of 1064 nm is consistent with a high degree of multiple scattering occurring within the cellular structure. Detailed measurements around the backscattering direction to search for the evidence of an enhanced backscattering peak would clarify this question. As mentioned, the reflectance in the backscatter plane at a 10.6-m wavelength is extremely low, but the high value of M 11 /M 00 obtained at a 10.6-m wavelength may suggest the limited reflectance occurring is due to single surface scattering. In terms of order of magnitude, the diffuse reflectance at the wavelength of 632.8 nm is midway between the diffuse reflectance at 1064 nm and 10.6 m shown by M 00 in the backscatter plane in Fig. 6 . The magnitude of M 11 /M 00 at a 632.8-nm wavelength at ϩ0.16 is also midway between the values of ϩ0.03 at 1064 nm and ϩ0.94 at 10.6 m. This may indicate multiple scattering plays a much greater role in the diffuse reflectance at the wavelength of 632.8 nm compared to that at 10.6 m, but not as high as that at 1064 nm. The transmission spectrum presented in Fig. 4͑c͒ shows that the absorption although small is not zero, so multiple scattering within the mesophill is a potential source of reflectance at 632.8 nm.
In the near specular reflectance cone, shown in Fig. 6 as the range of reflectance angles from ϩ30 to ϩ85 deg, the value of M 11 /M 00 is very high, reaching ϩ0.9 at all four measurement wavelengths. This is entirely consistent with the near specular reflectance being dominated by single surface reflectance.
The values of the M 01 /M 00 and M 10 /M 00 elements exhibits a strong maximum near the specular reflectance angle at all four measurement wavelengths. Indeed only at the 1064-nm wavelength does the peak value drop below ϩ0.97. This indicates a very high degree of preferential reflection of S-polarized radiation, as would be expected for single surface reflection from a relatively smooth surface.
With the complex refractive index of 1.45-i0.08 obtained earlier, a pseudo-Brewster angle of 55.4 deg is predicted, consistent with the angle found from the 632.8-nm scan of 55.2 deg.
Polarized Reflectance of Mullein
The set of polarized HDR and BRDF measurements taken on laurel leaves were repeated on mullein leaves. By contrast with the gloss wax finish to laurel leaves, mullein leaves have a layer of hair over the surface diffusely scattering incident radiation. At 8 deg both the S-and P-polarized HDR spectra shown in Fig. 7 ͑left͒ are low and comparable to the reflectance of laurel shown earlier in Fig.  5 . However, the change of S-and P-polarized HDR with polar angle is very similar for mullein as shown in Fig. 7 ͑left͒ at 70 deg, unlike the large difference observed with the laurel leaf shown in Fig. 5 . The degree of the difference between the S and P polarization states is shown as the S 1 /S 0 traces in Fig. 7 ͑right͒ for the mean values across the 3-to 5-m and 8-to 12-m wavebands. The value of S 1 /S 0 in these two wavebands remains less than ϩ0.12 for mullein leaves, compared to the maximum of ϩ0.81 observed for S 1 /S 0 of laurel leaves in Fig. 5 ͑right͒. Selected measured values can be compared in Table 3 .
The shape of the measured polarization-insensitive BRDF, shown in the plots of Fig. 8 as the M 00 trace, is as expected for a surface covered by a dense array of hairs with a broad range of orientations. At all four measurement wavelengths the M 00 trace exhibits a far smaller range between minimum and maximum values than was found in the data for laurel shown in Fig. 6 , as expected for a diffusely reflecting material. There is a rise in the forward scatter quadrant with increasing polar angle; a rise with increasing magnitude of polar angle in the backscatter quadrant is also observed at the wavelengths of 632.8 nm and 10.6 m, with a minimum M 00 BRDF at near normal reflectance angle. The value of M 00 is given at selected reflectance angles in Table 4 as the top left element in each cell.
As described in Sec. 4, the absorption at 10.6 m from the bulk of the leaf is high, and the minimum observed value of M 00 is below 0.007 sr Ϫ1 or 2% of the BRDF for a perfect Lambertian reflector. The absorption from the bulk of the leaf is slightly lower at 632.8 nm than at 10.6 m, so the minimum in the M 00 BRDF is higher, being 0.046 sr Ϫ1 .
A 1064 nm, where absorption is minimal, the M 00 BRDF varies with reflectance angle by less than a factor of 10.
The principle increase in the 1064-nm BRDF compared to 632.8 nm is in the backscatter quadrant, where M 00 is between 0.2 and 0.25 sr Ϫ1 . The interpretation of the data at the 3.39-m wavelength is again complicated by the quite high value of the NEBRDF. Noise affects the minimum observed in the M 00 BRDF around the normal reflectance angle. The forward scatter BRDF at 3.39 m resembles the BRDF measured at the wavelength of 632.8 nm. Fig. 8͑d͒ , stays quite constant with reflectance angle taking values in the range of 0.5 to 0.6 so approximately half the incident radiation remains in the incident S-or P-polarizaiton state. Figure 8͑a͒ shows that at the wavelength of 632.8 nm, the value of M 11 /M 00 tends to rise with increasing reflectance angle, although it remains in the middle of the range. A greater change of M 11 /M 00 with reflectance angle is seen in the data taken at the wavelength of 1064 nm, shown in Fig. 8͑b͒ , with low values measured between Ϫ85 and ϩ30 deg, and an increase with angle from ϩ30 to reach a value at ϩ85 deg almost identical to that obtained for 632.8 nm, shown in Fig. 8͑a͒ . The data at 3.39 m is affected by the noise floor across the M 00 minimum occurring near normal reflectance, but otherwise follows a similar trend to the data at 1064 nm. The measured data for M 11 /M 00 is consistent with a mixture of single and multiple scattering occurring at most of the measured angle and wavelengths. The terms M 01 /M 00 and M 10 /M 00 exhibit a peak within the forward scattering at all four measurement wavelength. At the wavelength of 10.6 m M 01 /M 00 reaches a maximum value of ϩ0.4 at 30 deg, an angular difference of 90 deg from the incident angle of 60 deg. Such a linear polarization may be expected through single scattering from an array of random scatters in air. A similar situation exists at the wavelength of 632.8 nm, but the maximum value of M 01 /M 00 occurs at a higher angle of 37 deg. At 1064 nm, where absorption is minimal the maximum in M 01 /M 00 is much lower in magnitude reaching only ϩ0.1 and occurs at a higher angle of 50 deg. The lower value is consistent with a greater degree of multiple scattering occurring. The absorption is extremely high at 3.39 m, and a slightly stronger peak is found in M 01 /M 00 of value ϩ0.56 at the angle of 50 deg, although this data may be affected by the instrumental noise floor.
Summary
Although individual leaves are subspatial resolution for many remote sensing applications, their polarimetric properties can affect the observed radiation emanating from a leaf canopy. We have reported linearly polarized HDR and BDR measurements from two dissimilar leaf types, with the aim of investigating whether any gross differences exist between their polarimetric properties. The leaf varieties chosen were laurel, which possesses a smooth wax coating, and mullein, where a dense layer of hair covers the surface.
A full characterization of the polarimetric reflectance involves measurements at a wide range of incident and reflectance angles, including reflectance angles out of the plane of incidence and consideration of surface anisotropy, and with sufficient polarization data to enable determination of linear polarization in an arbitrary plane and circular polarization. The measurements reported are limited by neglecting circular polarization, considering only linear polarization parallel or perpendicular to the plane of incidence, measuring BRDF at only one incident angle and with only in-plane reflectance angles, and by neglecting anisotropy.
Within our limited measurement set, we have observed significant differences between the polarimetric properties of the two leaves. From laurel a pseudo-Brewster effect was observed in the IR HDR measurements, which would also be observed as a preferential P polarization in the selfemission. Very little polarization was observed in the S-and P-polarized HDR measurements from mullein.
A degree of polarization was observed in the measured BRDF from mullein, in regions of high absorption by the leaf constituents the linear polarized component represented by M 01 /M 00 for the incident angle of 60 deg exhibits a maximum value with the reflectance angle near 90 deg to the incident direction, in the plane of incidence. The degree of polarization represented by M 01 /M 00 is less for mullein than observed from laurel at forward scattering angles near specular reflectance. Depolarization by laurel leaves is also far less than by mullein leaves in the forward scattering regime. In the backscattering plane, the measured polarimetric properties of the two leaves are generally much closer.
As mentioned, the measurement set we have reported is limited in scope, and is for two highly dissimilar leaves. Measurements are needed from a range of leaves to investigate whether a trend in polarimetric properties exists with morphology. Polarimetric properties depend very strongly on orientation, and an investigation of BRDF at a much greater range of incident angles is desirable. For complete characterization of linear polarization, the BRDF must be measured with the reflectance angle out of the plane of incidence, with fuller characterization of the plane of polarization. The question of circular polarization was not addressed. The principal linkage required to assess the benefit of the data we have reported is comparison with polarimetric data of the radiation emanating from leaf canopies across the visible and IR sensing bands. 
